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Mr Glen Bunny

Department of Industry, Crown Lands

airfield.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Dear Mr Bunny

 

RE: LX 602686 – submission as an objection to proposed lease of Katoomba

Airfield

 

I am a small business owner, a member of the growing Mtns Made creative community and

one of the co-founders of Blue Mtns Peacekeepers. I’m writing to you to express my deep

concern over the proposal to commercially develop Katoomba Airfield, which, if it is

granted, will profit the leaseholder at an enormous cost to our local community, environment

and economy. 

 

Who are Blue Mtns Peacekeepers and what is our position? 
Blue Mtns Peacekeepers was begun by a group of local citizens who are deeply concerned

about the proposed commercial lease of Katoomba Airfield. 

We speak for the vulnerable plant and animal species in this glorious and fragile World

Heritage Area where we live.  We represent the many residents and visitors who come here

to experience the natural quiet of the bush. 

 

It is the mission of the Blue Mtns Peacekeepers to protect the tranquil environment that

supports the biodiversity of our beloved Blue Mountains National Park - for its own sake, but

also, because this is the bedrock of our local economy.   

 

We object to the approval of any commercial lease on the crown land containing

Katoomba Airfield. 

To protect the ecology and the economy that depends on it, this crown land should be

added to the Blue Mountains National Park and World Heritage Area by which it is

surrounded. We hold that the Katoomba Airfield should be maintained for emergency use

only. 

This land use makes sense in the context of our duty of care and obligations to World

Heritage for an area of outstanding universal value. 

 

This submission will outline how the proposal is environmentally irresponsible, economically

reckless and unsustainable, inconsistent with Australia's obligations as a State Party

signatory to the World Heritage Convention, damaging to the ecology and the economy,

now and in the future. 
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Granting a lease permitting a commercial airfield in the Blue Mountains National

Park contravenes Australia's State Party obligations under the UNESCO World

Heritage Convention

 

The Greater Blue Mountains has been granted World Heritage status because the area meets

the standards outlined in Articles 1 and 2 of the World Heritage Convention, identifying the

region as a place of outstanding universal value for both cultural and natural heritage. This is

the Country of traditional owners, the Gundungurra and the Darug. This is a place of natural

beauty with an 'outstanding diversity of habitats and plant communities that support its globally

significant species and ecosystem diversity... [that] supports many plants of conservation

significance including 114 endemic species and 177 threatened species...'

 

Australia is a signatory and a State Party to the World Heritage Convention, which means the

Department of Industries and the NSW Government have clear obligations to respect the

convention through the duties outlined in Article Four, which states: 

 

'Each State Party to this Convention recognizes that the duty of ensuring the identification,

protection, conservation, presentation and transmission to future generations of the cultural

and natural heritage referred to in Articles 1 and 2 and situated on its territory, belongs

primarily to that State. It will do all it can to this end, to the utmost of its own resources and,

where appropriate, with any international assistance and co-operation, in particular, financial,

artistic, scientific and technical, which it may be able to obtain.'

 

and Article 6.3, which states

 

'Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not to take any deliberate measures which

might damage directly or indirectly the cultural and natural heritage referred to in Articles 1

and 2 situated on the territory of other States Parties to this Convention.'

 

If the NSW Government signs off on a commercial lease for Katoomba Airfield, it would be

ignoring its obligations and duty of care, and rubber stamping immediate and incremental

damage to an important World Heritage Area. 

 

As a consequence, the Greater Blue Mountains would risk losing its World Heritage status,

which not only protects natural and cultural heritage but makes a huge contribution to the NSW

economy.
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How is granting a lease permitting a commercial airfield in the Blue

Mountains National Park damaging to the Blue Mountains ecology and

natural heritage?

 

You don't need a degree in environmental science to recognise that it's completely

inappropriate to allow toxic emissions of aircraft over Vulnerable Ecological

Communities and heritage listed bushland. Over time those toxic emissions infiltrate the

water table, vegetation, and threatened plant and animal species, risking our biodiversity

and damaging the health of the National Park's ecosystem. 

 

The noise pollution from the rotary engines is equally worrying. An increase in helicopter

noise in the National Park could have an alarming impact on wildlife, including altered

vocal behaviour, reduced numbers in noisy habitats, changes in vigilance and foraging

behaviour, impacts on individual fitness and the structure of entire ecological

communities. 

 

I know that the Blue Mountains Conservation Society's submission goes through the

projected impact on specific species and habitats, so I won't duplicate their excellent

information here, but I will observe that Australia's record on protecting endangered

species is one of the worst in the world, as reported in the recent Four Corners

programme, Extinction Nation. 

 

‘By regarding heritage as both cultural and natural, the Convention reminds us of the

ways in which people interact with nature, and of the fundamental need to preserve the

balance between the two.’ 

 

Granting a commercial lease to operate Katoomba Airfield would clearly disrupt this

delicate balance. You only need to look at the image on the cover of this submission to

see how the fate of the Airfield will affect the surrounds. It is critical that the NSW

Government protect this precious area of Outstanding Universal Value from the damage

of toxic emissions and noise pollution that are the inevitable consequence of a

commercial airfield. 
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Why is the issue of helicopter NOISE so important? 

 

Helicopter traffic will most certainly damage our reputation - locally and globally,

making a mockery of our World Heritage status and risking the loss of it. 

 

The Report to [US] Congress on Effects of Aircraft Overflights on the National Park

System (1995) is a useful document to refer to, and an important lens for thinking about

the impact of the proposal regarding Katoomba Airfield. That document identifies

'natural quiet' as an intangible resource within US National Parks, defining natural quiet

as 'the natural ambient sound conditions found in a park.'  

Natural sounds are part of a web of resources vital to park ecosystems. From the trickle

of a slender waterfall to the raucous calls of the Gang Gangs and Black Cockatoos to

the quiet crackle in the braken, as a lizard takes shelter - these sounds compose

immersive experiences important for wildlife, wilderness, visitors, and cultural-historic

events.

 

Referencing a Visitor Survey, the Report to Congress confirms that, according to the

majority of the 15,000 surveyed visitors, 'system-wide, enjoying natural quiet is about as

important as viewing natural scenery as a reason tor visiting national parks.' (p16)

 

Helicopters particularly are VERY NOISY. The sound of them is magnified by the canyons

in the Blue Mountains. It's not difficult to see how an enterprise that destroys one of the

key reasons to visit the mountains will damage our local economy. Over 5 million people

a year visit the National Park, including more than 1.25 million bushwalkers. The vast

number of visitors who come to stay in my business tell me the reason they come is to

enjoy the peace and tranquillity of the area. I know a huge number of businesses up here

whose customers are the same. 

 

If a lease is granted to operate the Katoomba Airfield, walkers, the birders, the

people coming up from Sydney to have a few days of quiet enjoyment of the

natural world - these people will have to go elsewhere, and small sustainable

businesses will lose the customers they rely on.
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How would the commercialisation of Katoomba Airfield be detrimental to

the economy of the Blue Mountains and, by extension, to NSW?

 

‘…the inscription of a site on the World Heritage List brings an increase in public

awareness of the site and of its outstanding values, thus also increasing the tourist

activities at the site. When these are well planned for and organized respecting

sustainable tourism principles, they can bring important funds to the site and to the local

economy.’

Tourism Planning in World Heritage Sites 

 

Our greatest competitive advantages in the Blue Mountains lie with our World Heritage

status (How much must World Heritage status be worth in terms of the local

economy?) and the natural quiet, tranquillity, health and biodiversity of the National Park.

The opportunity to walk softly in ancient forests, to breathe clean air, to hear what the

natural world sounds like - these are huge assets that have made NSW's Blue Mountains

one of the top tourist destinations in Australia. 

 

By granting a lease to a commercial enterprise that will degrade the cultural and

natural heritage belonging to the Blue Mountains local area and indeed, NSW, the

Department of Industries would be signing off on an enterprise that would damage

and erode the competitive advantages of our local region and our State. 

 

Why would the NSW government want to support a proposal that, if granted, would serve

against the interests of the State and citizens of NSW? 
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https://www.griffith.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0034/18889/UNESCO-WHA-Report13Finalfinal-1.pdf


 

Why I challenge the process, which privileges the would-be leaseholder

over every stakeholder or consideration - the local community, World

Heritage, local small businesses, sustainability, conservation...

 

The process, as it seems to have unfolded, was ill-considered and frustrating. 

 

Before anything happened at all - before there was a meeting where someone decided

to call for expressions of interest to lease the Katoomba Airfield  - this was the situation

as any reasonable person working in the State Government would have understood it: 

 

Katoomba Airfield is on a parcel of crown land inside a National Park and World

Heritage Area

It is a place of where threatened and endangered species live, relying on habitat for

survival

It lies just above one of the premier walks in the Blue Mountains - The Grand Canyon

Track, where visitors come for the natural quiet of the bush, fueling the local economy

and making the Blue Mountains a hugely popular sustainable tourist destination

It is located close by many residential properties where people have invested and

settled for the peace and quiet

It is located close by many small businesses that rely on the peace and quiet for their

customers to choose to patronise them

Running a commercial airfield to get a return on investment means a lot of aircraft

will be taking off and landing, making a lot of noise pollution

The noise pollution will cause damage to the fauna

Aircraft emissions are damaging to plants and wildlife

The Airfield is on the land of the traditional owners, the Gundungurra and the Darug,

who should be consulted about cultural heritage values on Country

Australia is a signatory to the World Heritage Convention, which comes with

obligations to protect this place which has been listed as having outstanding universal

value

 

It's difficult to understand how the situation could have been understood in any other

way by the Department of Industries. It floors me that this proposal was ever entertained,

a license ever granted, and this proposal ever seriously considered. 
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Why was an Expression of Interest sought BEFORE an Environmental Impact

Statement or community consultation? The process is neither democratic nor

responsible.

 

It's hard to work out how to read the situation without a cynical eye. To those of us who

have mobilised against this threat to the health, peace and tranquility of the National

Park and the economy it supports, it feels like we've been characters in a Joseph Heller

novel or an episode of Working Dog's Utopia.

 

The process is so badly designed that, instead of making it the

work of government departments to further the interests of the

citizens and State of NSW, it puts the onus on communities to

work to protect our assets from being squandered.
 

Because the process privileges the would-be leaseholder above every other stakeholder,

to defend what we value - and what the NSW Government claims to value - our local

community has been compelled to engage in months of exhausting campaigning. We

have written countless letters, collected more than 10,000 signatures of NSW citizens for

a petition to be tabled in NSW Parliament. We've built websites, posted, hashtagged, had

conversations, letterboxed, postered, attended the drop-in sessions, given media

interviews, held events, meditated, agitated and gone to bed exhausted. Not for our

personal gain - no one on the campaign to stop the proposal from going ahead is

getting rich from their activisim, and in fact, we've had to put aside other work and

projects to focus on preventing this threat. 

 

It's sobering to consider the loss of productivity caused by this process.

 

Imagine if communities didn't have to use all their energy defending what is important

from threats - threats that are, in effect, allowed to present themselves because of

poorly considered, undemocratic bureaucratic processes. Imagine what good we could

achieve with all that energy? Imagine what we could do with all the resources we had to

use? 
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Conclusions
 

I hope that my submission has raised serious questions in your mind about the risks

attached to granting this lease. 

 

The Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area is under the management and

protection of the NSW State Government, and subject to Australia's status and a State

Party to the Convention. 

 

It makes no sense to me that a NSW government department would seek to support a

proposal that would cause damage on so many fronts: to the habitat of threatened and

endangered plant and animal species, migratory paths and breeding grounds of native

birds, to the peace and tranquillity of the National Park and the creative and mental

health benefits this bestows, to sustainable small businesses that rely on visitors who

come for the quiet, to our ability to hang on to our World Heritage status, and more. 

 

As a member of the Blue Mtns Peacekeepers and the MTNS MADE creative community, a

small business owner,  and a local resident, through this submission I ask that the process

be fully reviewed and redesigned, so that we do not waste resources of time and energy

on debating notions that should never have been entertained in the first place.

 

I ask that the Katoomba Airfield be incorporated into the National Park, to protect the

community and environment. And I ask that the Department of Industries and NSW

Government deny the Katoomba Airfield proposal, and in so doing, affirm support for

World Heritage and the benefits it brings to our ecology and economy, now and in the

future. 

 

 

Sincerely

 

Manda Kaye

Blue Mtns Peacekeepers

Rough Track Cabins
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Documents and sources referenced
 

UNESCO's World heritage Convention

https://whc.unesco.org/archive/convention-en.pdf

 

Report to Congress on Effects of Aircraft Overflights on the National Park System

(1995)

https://archive.org/details/reportoneffectso00nati

 

Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention

https://whc.unesco.org/en/guidelines/

 

Extinction Nation on ABC's Four Corners

https://www.abc.net.au/4corners/extinction-nation/11241318
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